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SUlviMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
The study presented is an attempt to determine the
frequency of errors that persist in handwriting in grades six,
eight, and ten. It will serve also, to determine the benefits
derived from unsupervised and supervised systems of hand-
writing. A comparative study of sex differences will be
presented. The papers will be graded according to the
diagnostic chart for form, and also analyzed for the three
characteristics affecting legibility - sleint, spacing and
size.
There have been many and varied schools of thought
concerning functional handwriting. Many educational experts
have disagreed for a number of years concerning the values
gained by supervised versus unsupervised systems of hand-
writing. The findings pertinent to the factors affecting
handwriting, however, are set forth in this chapter. The
purpose of this study is not to draw definite conclusions, but
to present a problem with its conclusions in a specific case.
Taylor states ^ "The art of writing, though
1. Taylor, J. S., Su>::ervislon and Teaching of Handwriting .
Johnson Publishing Company, Richmond, Virginia, 1926, pp. 19-
40.
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2apparently so simple and easy after it has been mastered, is in
reality a very complex and difficult problem, as one may infer
from the fact that the child devotes eight years of school life
to it and then passes on with the task only half completed.
When the writing abilities of the children are analyzed, it is
fo\md that each child differs from every other in the class,
and is therefore a specific problem for the teacher."
Freeman says ^ "The mass of pupils can learn to
write in the six years of elementary school."
STi^TEivlENTS REG.^DING LEGIBILITY
Legibility is perhaps the outstanding characteristic
in the analysis of students* handwriting because all other
factors hinge upon it. Therefore, the first section will be
devoted to research into legibility.
Thorndike states ^ "Legibility is a word with many
possible meanings. In one of its meanings the legibility of
writing may be measured by the distance at which it can be
read with a given accuracy and rate. In another of its mean-
ings it can be measured by the rate at which a sample can be
read at a given distance and with a given accuracy. Still
finer discrimination might perhaps be made between samples of
handwriting equally legible by these two tests, by a further
1. Freeman, F. N., Dougherty, Mary L., How to Teach Hand-
writing . Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1923, pp. 11-24
2. Thorndike, Edward L., Handwriting . Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1912, pp. 29-41
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3test of the degree of fatigue or of discomfort resulting from
reading them.”
Freeman says ^ ”In making a judgment it is
necessary to take into account all the characteristics which
are essential to good writing. The speed can easily he
measured by requiring the pupils to write. Quality is not so
easy to measure, because of uncertainty as to what constitutes
good quality, and of the difficulty of finding means of
measuring quality.”
2Breed and Culp conducted an investigation to
determine the legibility of handwriting and speed based on
the Ayres Handwriting scale. They suggested a weighing for
‘
factors in the form of handwriting which makes for legibility.
'Z
Boraas concludes "The general purpose in teaching
the subject of handwriting is to develop sufficient skill to
enable pupils to write easily, legibly, and rapidly."
Cole says ^ "The only criterion of a pupil* s work
is legibility."
1. Freeman, Frank N., Experimental Education . Houghton
lifflin Company, Boston, 1916, pp. 82-93
2. Breed, F. S. and Culp, V., "Note on the Relation of
Legibility and Form in Handwriting," School and Society . IV,
1916, p. 872
3. Boraas, H. 0., "Euxperimental Study of the Relative Merits
of Certain Letter Forms with Respect to Legibility, with Speed
and Stability as Related Factors," Journal of Experimental Ed .
Sept. 1936, 5:85-70
4. Cole, Luella, "Heresy in Handwriting," Elementary School
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4"Legibility might be measured by the distance at v/hich it is
necessary to place the material so that it may be read at a
stated rate with given accuracy," agrees Quant.
^
N. D. McCombs, Superintendent of Schools, Dee
Moines, who participated in a survey conducted by Phelps,^
objects to so much time being spent - as it is in some
schools - on perfecting handwriting. Although he would
encourage improvement in penmanship, it should be, he insists,
in the direction of legibility.
'Z
A. L. Worrell concludes "We must teach children
the technique of handwriting. The main goal is legibility."
"Literacy has been defined as the ability to read
. a newspaper intelligently and to write a letter readily.
This definition implies that legibility without fluency in
, handwriting is of no value - and, of course, fluency without
legibility is of no value whatever," says Beale.
5
’ Wittier feels that "rapid writing had been stressed
1. Quant, L., "Factors Affecting the Legibility of Handwriting’
,
Journal of Ex'perimental Ed. . June, 1946, pp. 297-316
3.
Phelps, G., "Handwriting Today," Parents ' Magazine . 22,
Ma. 1947, pp. 144-6
3. Worrell, Anne L., "How Shall We Teach Skills in Writing?"
Elementary English . April 1947, 24: 209-19
4. Beale, Beulah P., "Making Handwriting Function,"
Instructor Magazine . January 1946, p. 14
5. Wittier, M. "Factors Affecting Ability in Writing,"
School and Society . June, 1929, 29: 847-50
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5in the school systems, evidently at the expense of legibility."
West states ^ "It is remarkable how the major
emphasis has shifted in recent years toward legibility; in
fact there are a.any now considering this criterion alone as
a basis of grading and promotion. It is probably that the
influence of the Ayres scale, which was based on legibility
alone, has been very marked in effecting this change."
2
"Handwriting then," states Quant, "haa social
value only as it provides a more or less permanent record
which can be read by someone. Slant, alinement and the other
characteristics should receive attention, not as important
outcomes in themselves, but because they contribute to
improved legibility of the handwriting."
T. W. Newland made an analytical study of
illegibilities in handwriting and he concluded, "While a
sizable number of studies has been made on the general aspect
of quality of cursive handwriting, very few have been
recorded where the specificity of the illegibility problem has
been even mentioned."
9
1. West, Paul V., "Changing Practice in Handwriting
Instruction," Educational Research Monogra'ch . Public School
Publishing Co., Bloomington, 111. 3:59-70
2. Quant, L., "Factors Affecting the Legibility of Hand-
writing," Journal of Experimental Ed .. June 1946, pp. S97-316
3. Newland, T. E., "Analytical Study of the Development of
Illegibilities in Handwriting from the Lower Grades to
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IRESEARCH ON UNSUPERVISED HANDWRITING
Freeman states,^ "Surveys have shown that most
pupils by the end of the sixth grade, can attain that degree
of skill which is necessary for everybody to have. Beyond
this point it is not consistent with other demands on the
child's time to require universal specified practice."
"The aim for grade six is to make the writing so
efficient in other subjects as to make unnecessary further
formal drill in writing after this grade. The aim in this
grade is to bring all written work up to such a standard in
speed and quality that further formal writing drill will
become unnecessary. Each pupil should be allowed or even
encouraged to develop a characteristic style. The
exceptionally poor writers should be given additional drill,
continuing their instruction to the eighth or ninth grade,"
says Freeman.^
3Freeman states "It has been demonstrated under
ordin^y public school conditions, however, that the large
1. Freeman, F. N., Correlated Handwriting Teachers ' Manual .
The Zaner Bloser Co., Columbus, Ohio, Book 6, 1936, p. Z
2. Freemian, F. N., and Dougherty, Mary L., How to Teach
Handwriting . Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1933, p. 263
3. Freeman, F. N., and Dougherty, Mary L., How to Teach
Handy»rriting
. Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1923, pp. 19-24
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7majority of the pupils can attain the final standards which
have been laid down by the end of the sixth grade. Actual
experience has shown that six years is ample time in which to
develop the average child’s handwriting coordination."
Correlation is considered by Freeman ^ who states
"Care is taken to provide that the skill attained in the
writing period carries over to other subjects, first, by
adopting a natural mode of writing, and second, by grading the
writing which is done outside the writing period."
RESEARCH ON SUPERVISED HAMPAiRITING
3Prewit and Manuel analyzed twenty thousand
specimens of handwriting for quality, and grades were
assigned on the basis of the Graves scale by three handwriting
supervisors. In each grade the quality of writing of the
supervised schools was superior to that of the unsupervised
schools. The difference ranged from a half-step to a little
more theoi a full step on the Graves scale. They concluded,
"Supervision appears definitely to keep a better balance
between speed and quality, and in this respect, therefore to
merit the approval of the educational psychologist."
1. Freeman, F. N., and Dougherty, Mary L., How to Teach
Handwriting . Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1923, p. 34
2. Prewit, I., and Manuel, H. T. "Differences in the
Handwriting of Supervised and Unsupervised Pupils," School and
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8Boraas ^ analyzed certain types of letter forms
with a view to discovering those basic elements of form
which made for speed, stability, and legibility. The con-
clusion drawn is that "Stability, a characteristic given but
little attention, is important in writing. In the selection
of letter forms, this characteristic should be considered
because of the need for uniformity in writing."
2
Pressey and Pressey say "A significant result
of supervision is the changed attitude toward handwriting on
the part of both teacher and pupil. The teacher now
realizes the importance of diagnosis and analysis in overcoming
handwriting faults; the pupils are convinced the handwriting
can be greatly improved by concentrating effort at points of
difficulty."
West states, 3 nit has been noted that possibly the
greatest hindrance to good handwriting instruction lies in
the poor supervision of writing in phases of school work other
than the formal penmanship drill."
1. Boraas, H. 0., "Experimental Study of the Relative Merits
of Certain Letter Forms with Respect to Legibility, with
Speed and Stability as Related Factors," Journal of
Experimental Ed . . Sept. 1936, 5:65-70
3. Pressey, L. C. and Pressey, S. L., "Analysis of Three
Thousand Illegibilities in Handwriting of Children and of
Adults," Educu.tional Research Bulletin . Vol. 6, No. 13,
Sept. 1937, 31:397-8
3. West, Paul V., Remedial and Follow-Up Work . Public School
Publishing Co., Bloomington, 111., lo26, 1:1-23
a.'clo’i iiLoiiso e^ioa
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9Bobbitt says ^ "Indiviauality in handwriting is
no more desirable for social intercommunication than is
individuality in spelling or grammar. Lang'aage serves its
purposes best when/ all persons adhere to the same forms."
This study is unique in that it presents:
1. An objective chart as a guide for the examiner.
2. An analysis of individual letter errors, slant, size
and spacing.
3. A comparison of supervised handwriting versus unsupervised
handwriting in grade six.
4. Comparisons of handv/riting for three comparable grade
levels in two communities.
5. An order of difficulty chart for the various grades.
6. A comparison of sex differences in respect to errors
in grades six.
1. Bobbitt, Franklin, The Curriculurii of Modern Educ action ,
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CHAPTER II
PLAN OF EXPERIMENT
Problem . To determine the frequency of errors that
persist in handwriting in grades six, eight and ten in
two school systems, in only one of which handwriting is
supervised.
An analysis of many handwriting specimens
proved the need for a diagnostic chart, and one was
built by the two persons conducting this experiment.
The chart contained the most frequent errors found in
forming each letter of the alphabet that would directly
affect legibility. The chart appears on the following
pages
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DIAGNOSTIC CHART
Errors in a
1. Failure to close
2, Failure to retrace stroke
3. Failure to curve final stroke
Errors in b
1.
Failure to form loop above
2* Failure to round lower section
3* Failure to leave open
4. Failure to complete final upstroke
Errors in c
1. Failure to have staxting point
2. Failure to round
3. Failure to complete final upstroke
Errors in d
1. Failure to make half space tall
2. Failure to close
Errors in e
1. Failure to have open
2. Failure to make final upstroke
Errors in f
1. Failure to form open loop above line
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have loop below the
cross on line
/'
have loop above line
round hill
complete final stroke
have dot over letter
have closed






have one half space tall
1. Failure to have rounded hills
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form loop below the line
make lower section one
close
make right side loop
join at line
form three separate parts
close
make point at top
complete upstroke
make half space tall
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1. Failure to make points
2, Failure to round part
Errors in V
1. Failure to form compound curve
2. Failure to swing final stroke up
Errors in w
1. Failure to form points /Ut^
2 • Failure to round
3. Failure to swing final stroke up
Errors in X
1. Failure to form compound curve
2 • Failure to cross clearly in center yC'
Errors in y
1. Failure to form compound curve




3. Failure to cross final stroke
on the base line
Errors in z
1. Fe„ilure to form rounded over curve
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RULES FOR SCORING
The aim of the examiner should he toward
legibility. The rules should be adhered to so as to
prevent unnecessary fault finding.
1. Ncmes are concealed to prevent bias on the part
of the examiner.
2. Letters of the alphabet are analyzed on an
individual basis.
3. A letter is marked minus if it is poorly formed
half or more than half the n^omber of times it
appears on a paper.
4. A letter is marked plus if it is correctly formed
more the-n half the number of times it appears on
a paper.
The following list determines the number of times
each letter of the alphabet appears on a paper.
a - 30 f - 3 k - 2 p - 7 u - 15
b - 2 g - 9 1-10 q - 2 V - 9
c - 89 h - 21 m - 9 r - 28 w - 5
d - 13 i - 22 n - 25 s - 17 X - 1
e - 50 3 - 1 0-33 t - 45 y - 9
Z - <5
5.
Where a letter that should appear once or twice
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One hundred papers were scored separately by
the two examiners to determine the reliability of the
diagnostic chart.
The total number of errors fo\ind on each paper
by the two examiners, the differences in total number
between the two scores and the letters differed upon
will be found in the succeeding pages. A correlation
table is also presented. A positive chart showing
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Table I
Correlation Table Showine Relation f'
of Errors Comnuted bv Scorer A and
Scorer B and Measured bv a
Diagnostic Chart
B * 1 ! 3 ! 3*4' 5 * 6 ^ 7 ' 8' 9 ' 10 ' 11' IS ' 13 ' 14 ' 15 ' 16'''
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The correlation was found to be 0*960
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b COo 1 91%
P Sl^ q 91%
c 95^ y 91%
h S3^ 6 98%
93^ m CD 00
V 94% n CO 00
d 95% 0 98^
k 95% w 98^
z 95% a 99%
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Ma,ny daily work samples were taken at random
from the two towns, and they proved of little value
since every letter of the alphabet did not appear on
eaxjh paper. It was necessary, therefore, to
constract a paper containing every letter of the
alphabet to be copied by students. The paper
consisted of two short paragraphs, with the blanks
provided for Name, Grade, Date and Sex heading each
sheet. Eight hundred and one mimeographed copies,
enough for all students in grades six, eight, and
ten in both towns were prepared. The two paragraphs
appear on the following page.
Two sample papers scored by the two examiners
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OUR VISIT TO THE CQUI^TRY
We departed early one morning last summer to visit our
relatives in the country. It was a long, bull interesting trip.
Many of the roads zigzagged through the mountains. We arrived
only to find the house vacant.
We made a short journey to the nearest tov.rn to inquire
of their whereabouts. No one seemed to know that they had
planned to move. We gave up the search and started home.
When we arrived there, a happy, excited couple quickly ran




















Plans were formulated in Town A and Town B to
conduct this experiment. Handwriting is ta^oght in Town A
in grades one through six. Handwriting is taught in Town
B in grades one through nine, with a monthly visit from an
outside supervisor.
It was decided that the entire population of
grades six, eight, and ten in doth communities would
participate.
The following charts show the number of students
in grades six, eight and ten in Town A and Town B.
GRADE SIX
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All students in these grades were given mimeographed
sheets with the twenty six letters of the alphabet.
Directions were given by the teachers to the students to fill
in the blanks and copy the material. The students were un-
aware of the fact that they were actually taking a handwriting
test, since this experiment dealt with functional, rather than
formal, handwriting.
There was a total of eight hundred and one papers
collected. Four characteristics were analyzed. They were
form, slant, spacing and size. The first step in analyzing
them was to apply the diagnostic chart to all papers. The
alphabet was written by the two persons scoring on each of
the eight hundred and one papers. Poorly formed letters were
marked minus, and correctly formed letters were marked plus,
e.g.
abodef ghi j klmnopqrstuvwxyz
The diagnostic chart was the only basis of
judgment in scoring the form of all letters on all papers. It
is estimated that the time spent on scoring form was from ten
to fifteen minutes per paper. Errors on each paper were
totaled, and boys' papers were segregated from girls' papers
for future comparison.
It is realized that there are other factors
affecting the legibility of handwriting, but only the three
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mentioned previously will be considered here. One person
scored all papers for the three characteristics, thereby
insuring reliability.
Slant was scored by drawing vertical lines through
the letters. If the vertical lines were consistent, the slant
was graded as good. If, however, the slant appeared change-
able, it was graded as varied. If the slant showed a
tendency to be either extreme left or extreme right, it was so
marked
•
Spacing was scored by drawing horizontal lines
between letters of words and between words themselves. If the
horizontal lines between letters were even in length, the
spacing was graded as good. If the lines varied in length,
the spacing was graded as poor.
Size was studied and compared. If the letters
covered one third of the space between lines, they were
considered good. If the letters covered more or less than
one half of the space, they were graded as large or small.
Tables were set up and the above data were recorded.
One good and one poor paper were chosen from each
grade in Town A and Town B, and they will be found in the
Appendix, page
It is estimated that the analysis of slant, size,
and spacing required from eight to ten minutes for each paper.
0=!
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A comparative table was prepared for each of the
three grades in each community, showing the number of girls'
errors and percentage, the number of boys’ errors and per-
centage, and the total errors, boys’ and girls', and
percentage. The table will be found in the Appendix, page
Three tables show the errors made on each letter of the
alphabet. A graph was prepared for each of the three grades
in Towns A and B, showing the comparative percentage of
errors within the grades. Another graph follows, showing the
comparison of errors in grades six, both towns. The latter is
the only logical comparison of errors, since both sixth grades
have had formal instruction through grade six.
A chart dealing with the order of difficulty in
forming letters was prepared for grades six, eight, and ten
in Towns A and B. A chart breaking down the order of
difficulty was built for grades six. This is the only grade
where a fair comparison could be made because the pupils have
had parallel instruction to this point. Figures were
presented to substantiate the findings. The charts and graphs
proved of great value in studying and comparing the results of
this problem.
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Comparison of Handwriting Errors in Grades Six and Ten













(Town a) 212 9.67 .30 3.27 .82 3.99
Grade 10
(Town a) 142 12.94 .37
TABLE II shows the comparison of errors between
grades six and ten in Town A where formal instruction ends
in grade six. The mean score for grade six was 9.67 com-
pared with 12.94 for grade ten. The mean difference
between the grades was 3.37 in favor of grade six. The
critical ratio of 3.99 is statistically significant.
)naT ba^ xi'i eot^'iO ai 010*1^3 ^uiiTxi'srbruiK I0 uottXiJu^^^oO
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Comparison of Handwriting Errors in Grades Six and Eight









































































TABLE III shows the comparison of errors between
grades six and eight in Town A where formal instruction
ends in grade six. The mean score for grade six was 9.67
compared with 1C. 43 for graxie eight. The mean difference
between the grades was .75 in favor of grade six. The
critical ratio of .95 is not statistically significant.
Ill
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TABLE IV shows a comparison of letter errors in
grades six and ten in Town A where formal instruction ends
in grade six.
The letters which showed a per cent of deterioration
substantiated by significant critical ratio were as
follows:
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TABLE IV
Comparison of Letter Errors in Grades






Letters ' Grade 6 t
1
Grade 10 * t




























b ' 24' .030 t 63 1 .041 ' 39 1 .051 ' 7.647
0 ’ 50' .035 1 49 1 .042 ' 1 1 .055 ' 0.182
d ' 71' .032 1 72 1 .038 ' 1 t .050 ' 0.200
‘e ' 7' .018 1 18 t .033 ' 11 I .038 ' 2.895
f ' 53' .035 1 85 t .030 ' 32 1 .046 ’ 6.957
g ' 56' .035 1 62 1 .041 ' 6 1 .054 ' 1.111
h ' 46' .035 1 77 1 .036 ' 31 1 .050 ' 6.200
i ’ 6 ' .017 1 14 1 .030 ' 8 1 .035 ’ 2.286
3
' 44' .035 1 53 1 .042 ' 9 1 .055 ' 1.636
k ' 47' .035 f 70 1 .039 ' 23 t .052 ' 4.423
1 ' 23' .029 1 49 1 .042 ' 26 t .051 ' 5.098
m ' 23' .029 1 27 1 .038 ' 4 t .048 ' 0 . 833
n ' 42' .034 t 45 1 .042 ' 3 1 .054 ' 0.556
0 ' 17' .026 1 37 t .041 ' 20 t .049 ' 4.082
P ' 52' .035 1 45 t .042 ' 7 t .055 ’ 1.273
q ' 35' .033 f 40 t .042 ' 5 1 .053 ' 0.943
r ' 38' .034 1 66 1 .040 ' 28 1 .053 ' 5.283
s ' 43' .034 t 55 t .042 ' 12 1 .054 ’ 2.222
t ’ 46' .035 1 61 1 .041 ' 15 1 .054 ' 2.778
u ' 14’ .024 1 14 1 .030 ' J 1 .038 ' 0
V ' 25' .030 1 56 1 .042 ’ 31 1 .052 ' 5.962
w ' 19' .027 f 21 1 .035 ' 2 1 .044 ' 0.455
X ' 40' .034 1 42 1 .042 ' 2 t .054 ' 0.370
y ' 83' .026 1 94 1 .020 ' 11 t .033 ' 3.333
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TABLE V shows a comparison of the three phases of
\
handwriting in grades six, eight and ten in Town A and
Town B.
Town A - In slant, there were 116 errors in grade
six (N s 213), 71 errors in grade eight (N = 154), 58
errors in grade ten (N - 142)
.
Town B - In slant, there were 23 errors in grade
six (N = 106), 33 errors in grade eight (N s 115), 8 errors
in grade ten (N = 72)
.
Town A - In spacing, there were 76 errors in grade
six (N s 212), 80 errors in grade eight (N - 154), 69
errors in grade ten (N s 142)
Town B - In spacing, there were 15 errors in grade
six (M - 106), 30 errors in grade eight (n = 115), 3
errors in grade ten (N - 72)
.
Town A - In size, there were 130 errors in grade
six (N s 212), 76 errors in grade eight (N s 154), 75
errors in grade ten (N = 142)
Town B - In size, there were 25 errors in grade
six (N - 106), 33 errors in grade eight (N = 115), 14
errors in grade ten (N = *^2) .
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TABLE V
• Comparison of Three Phases of Handwriting in Grades
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TABLE VI shows a comparison of grades six,
ei^t, and ten on the frequency of total number of
errors per paper. The papers with zero errors are the
superior papers.
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.Comparison of Grades Six, Eight, Ten on the 1
Frequency of Total Number of Errors per Paper
6 Grade 8 Grade lO
1 iOW^ A Town B Towh A Town B 1 Town .A Town 3 I
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TABLE VII shows the order of difficulty of
letters in grades six, eight and ten in Town A and
Town B. The relative position of the difficulty of the
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Order of Difficulty of Letters in Graides Six, Eight
and Ten (Town A and Town B)
Grade 6 Grade 8 Grade 10
Town A Town B Town A Town B Town A Town B
K = 213 N = 106 N = 154 N = 115 N = 142 N = 72
Let- ‘^jo of Let- i of Let- ^ of Let- ^ of Let4 % ofl Let of
ter Error ter Error ter Error ter Error ter ^ Error ter Error
y 83 r
1
74 ' y 88 r 71
1
1
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d 71 h 53 ' f 81 y 58 1 f 85 h 67
s 56 y 52 ' r 73 k 47 1 h 77 r 65
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a 15 m 6 ' e 15 t 2 1 w 21 e 7
u 14 t 5 ' i 6 u 2 1 e 18 m 7
e 7 e 2 ' m 6 i 1 1 i 14 u 3
i 6 i 2 '
1
I
u 6 e 0 1
t
1
u 14 i 1
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Analysis of Errors in Grade Six
Town A - No Formal Instruction After Grade Six





























































TABLE VIII shows the comparison of errors
between grade six in Town A where formal instruction
ends in grade six and there is no supervision and grade
six in Town B where formal instruction continues on
through grade nine and there is a supervisor of hand-
writing.
The mean score for Town A was 9.67 compared
with 6.53 for Town B. The mean difference was 3.35
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TABLE IX shows the comparison of letter errors
in grade six in Town A and in grade six in Town B.
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pomparison of Letter Errors in Grade Six,
(Town a) and Grade Six, (Town B)
Errors
Letters ' '
of 1 .(N - 313) 1









•' Eiff. ‘ C. R.
a ' 15 ' .025 ' 7 ’ .025 8 ' .035 2.286
b ' 34 ' .030 ' 37 ' .047 13 ' .056 2.321
c ' 50 ' .035 ' 36 ' .047 14 ' .059 2.373
d 1 7^ I .032 ' 36 ' .047 35 ' .057 6.140
e 1 7 t .018 ' 2 ' .014 5 ’ .023 2.174
f ’ 53 ' .035 ' 28 '
.044 25 ' .056 4.464
6 ' 56 ’ .035 ' 13 ' .033 43 ' .048 8.958
h ' 46 ' .035 ' 53 '
.049 7 ' .060 1.167
i ' 6 ' .017 ' 2 '
.014 4 ' .022 1.818
' 44 ' .035 ' 25 ' .042 19 ' .055 3.455
JL. ' 47 ’ .035 ' 47 ’ .049 0 .060 0
1 ' 33 ' .029 ' 13 ' .033 10 ' .044 2.273
ai ' 33 ' .029 ' 6 ' .024 17
.
.038 4.474
n ' 43 ' .034 ' 11 ' .031 31
,
.046 6.739
0 1 ;j_7 1 .026 ' 7 ' .025 10
.
.036 2.778
P ' 52 ' .035 ' 22 ' .041 30
,
.054 5.556
q ' 35 ' .033 ' 25 ' .042 10
,
.053 1.887
r ' 38 ' .034 ' 74 ' .043 36
.
.055 6.545
s ' 43 ' .034 ' 14 ' .034 29 .048 6.042 i
t ' 46 ' .035 ' 5 ' .022 41
,
.041 10.000 !
u ' 14 ' .024 ' 7 ' .025 7 .035 2.000 '
V ' 25 ' .030 ' 21 ' .040 4 .050 0.800
w ' 19 ’ .027 ' 19 ' .039 0 ' .047 0
X ' 40 ' .034 ' 47 ' .049 7 ' .060 1.167
;
y ' 83 ' .026 ' 52 ' .049 31 ' .056 5.536
i
z ' 49 '
t •
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TABLE X shows the oomparison of three phases of
handwriting, slant, spacing and size in grades six -
Town A and Town B.
Town A - In slant, there were errors in 55^ of the
papers while in Town B, there were errors in 33^ of the
papers.
Town A - In spacing, there were errors in 36^ of
the papers while in Town B, there were errors in 14^ of
the papers.
Town A - In size, there were errors in 61^ of the
papers while in Tov#n B, there were errors in 34^ of the
papers.
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Comparison of Three Phases of Handwriting
in Grades Six - Town A and Town B
SLANT
Grade 6
TOWN A TOWN B
No. of Cases = 212 No. of Cases =
1 Charact er i et ic s







































TOWN A TOWN B
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SIZE
Grade 6
TOWN A TOWN B
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TABLE XI shows the order of difficulty of letters
in grades six in Town A and Town B. The relative position
of the difficulty of the letter is accompanied by the per
cent of error. The difference between the errors of
girls and the errors of boys is presented.
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Order of Difficulty of Letters in Grade Six
(Town A and Town B)
_N s 318
Order
Town A Town B Total ^ of of
Letter N . 212 N a 106 318 Error Diff
.
a 31 7 38 11.9 y
b 51 39 90 28.3 d
0 105 38 143 45.0 r
d 150 38 188 59.1 h
e 15 2 17 5.3 k
f 112 30 142 44.7 c
g 118 14 132 41.5 f
h 97 56 153 48.1 P
i 12 2 14 4.4 X
j 94 26 120 37.7 g
100 50 150 47.2 z
1 48 14 62 19.5 2
QI 49 6 55 17.3 s
n 89 12 101 31.8 t
0 37 7 44 13.3 n
P 111 23 134 42.1 q
q 74 26 100 31.4 b
r 81 78 159 50.0 V
8 92 15 107 33.6 1
t 97 5 102 32.1 w
u 29 7 36 11.3 m
V 54 22 76 23.9 0
w 41 20 61 19.2 a
X 84 50 134 42.1 u
z 177 55 232 73.0 e
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Order of Difficulty of Letters in Grade Six





Town Town Order Town Town Order
A B Total fc of of A B Total fo of of
J
1^*312 N =106 N =318 Error Diff
.
N=212 N=106 N»ai8 Error Diff.
9 3 11 7.3 y 22 5 27 16.3 y
30 18 38 35.0 r 31 21 52 31.3 d
39 11 40 36.3 d 76 27 103 62.0 c
63 15 77 50.7 h 88 23 111 66.9 k
10 1 11 7.3 k 5 1 6 3.6 f
43 13 55 36.3 X 70 17 87 52.4 h
46 5 51 33.6 P 72 9 81 48.8 g
39 30 69 45.4 z 58 26 84 50.6 r
3 0 3 3.0 f 9 2 11 6.6 P
37 13 49 33.2 g 57 14 71 42.8 z
35 37 63 40.8 j 65 23 88 53.0 X
16 5 31 13.8 8 32 9 41 24.7 3
16 1 17 11.3 C 33 5 38 22.9 n
30 3 33 21.7 q 59 9 68 41.0 s
14 3 17 11.3 t 23 4 27 16.3 t
50 9 59 o8 .
8
b 61 14 75 45.2 q
37 13 39 25.7 n 47 14 61 36.7 b
37 44 81 53.3 V 44 34 78 47.0 V
40 3 43 27.6 w 53 13 65 39.2 1
38 1 39 25.7 1 59 4 63 38.0 m
6 1 7 4.6 m 23 6 39 17.5 w
33 8 30 19.7 0 32 14 46 27.7 u
10 13 33 15.1 a 31 7 38 22.9 a
o6 35 61 40.1 e 48 25 73 44.0- 0
83 36 108 71.1 u 95 29 124 74.7 i
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Comparison of Girls’ and Boys' Errors in
Grade Six (Town A and Town B)
1 1 Mean • S.E. 1 Diff. ' S.E. t
1
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TABLE XII shows the comparison of errors between
the girls and boys in grades six. The mean score for
the girls was 7.34 as compared with 9.76 for the boys.
The mean difference between girls' and boys' errors was
3.52 in favor of the girls. The critical ratio of 3.00
is statistically significant.
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TABLE XIII
Comparison of Girls* and Boys' Errors in Grade





























TABLE XIII shows the comparison of errors between
the girls and boys in grades ten. The mean score for the
girls was 10.73 as compared with 11.37 for the boys. The
mean difference between girls' and boys' errors was .64
in favor of the girls. The critical ratio of .66
indicates that this difference is not significant.
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TABLE XIV
Comparison of Girls* Errors in Grade Six and Grade


























































TABLE XIV shows the comparison of errors
between the girls in grade six and the girls in grade ten.
The mean score for the girls in grade six was 7.24 as
compared with 10.73 for the girls in grade ten. The mean
difference between grade six and grade ten was 3.49 in
favor of the girls in grade six. The critical ratio of
5.79 is statistically significant.
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TABLE XV
•Comparison of Boys’ Errors in Grade Six and Grade



















TABLE XV shows the comparison of errors between
the boys in grade six and the boys in grade ten. The
mean score for the boys in grade six was 9.76 as compared
with 11.37 for the boys in grade ten. The mean difference
between grade six and grade ten was 1.61 in favor of the
boys in grade six. The critical ratio of 1.79 indicates
that the aifference is not significant.
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TABLE XVI shows the comparison of boys' and
girls' errors in the three phases of handwriting in grades
six - Town A and Town B.
Town A - In slant, there were errors in 38^ of the
girls' papers and in 68^ of the boys' papers. Town B -
In slant, there were errors in 14^ of the girls' papers,
and in 18fo of the boys* papers.
Town A - In spacing, there were errors in 24^ of
the girls' papers, and in 45fo of the boys' papers. Town B
In spacing, there were errors in llf^ of the girls' papers
and in 18^ of the boys* papers.
Town A - In size, there were errors in 59^ of
the girls* papers, and in 63^ of the boys* papers. Town B
In size, there were errors in 23fo of the girls' papers and
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Comparison of Boys* and Girls' Errors in the Three Phases of
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1. The reliability of the scoring method used was 0.960.
This indicated a very high rate of agreement between the
scorers*
S. Tenth grade pupils, who copied the same paragraph as sixth
grcde pupils, made a mean score of 12.94 errors per paper.
Sixth grade pupils made a mean score of 9.67 errors per
paper. The critical ratio of 3.99 indicated a significant
difference in favor of sixth grade pupils.
3. Eighth grade pupils, who copied the saaie paretgraph as sixth
grade pupils, made a mean score of 10.42 errors per paper.
Sixth grade pupils made a mean score of 9.67 errors per
paper. The critical ratio of .95 indicated no significant
difference between the grades.
4. There was some deterioration between grades six and eight
in Town A. However, the critical ratio of .95 is not
stati stically significant
.
5. In grade six the pupils in Town A made a mean score of
9.67. The pupils in grade six in Town B made a mean score
of 6.32. The critical ratio of 3.94 indicated a
significant difference in favor of grade six in Town B.
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6. The deterioration in the letters of the alphabet between
grades six and ten (Town A) was found to be the following :
a. 30^ - c. 1^ - 1^ d. Jj - ^
b - 39^ t - 15^ 3 -
f - 32^0 s - 12^^ i - ai
h 31^> a - 12^ g -
V - 31^ e - \Vjo q - 5f»
y - llfo m - 4^
0. 20^ - ^ n - 3fj
z - si
r - w - 3^




An analysis of the relative difficulty of letter formation

































In slant, the pupils in grade
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Town B, were found to ho-ve 33^ of errors.
S. In spacing, the pupils in grade six. Town A, were found
to have 36^ of errors. In spacing, the pupils in grade
six. Town B, were found to have 14^ of errors.
10. In size, the pupils in grade six. Town A, were found to
have 61^ of errors. In size, the pupils in grade six.
Town B, were found to have 34^ of errors.
11. In grade six the girls mode a mean score of 7.34. The
hoys made a mean score of 9.76. The critical ratio of
3.00 indicates a significant difference between the sexes.
13. In grade ten the girls made a mean score of 10.73
errors per paper. The boys made a mean score of 11.3
errors per paper. The critical ratio of .66 is not
significant
.
13. The girls of grade six made a mean score of 7.34 errors
per paper. The girls of grade ten made a mean score of
10.73 errors p^r paper. The critical ratio of 3.79
indicates a significant deterioration.
14. The boys of grade six made a mean score of 9.76 errors
per paper. The boys of grade ten made a mean score of
11.37 errors per paper. The critical ratio of 1.79
indicates no significant deterioration.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. Some letters of the alphabet presented greater
difficulty than others.
3.
In Town A, where formal instruction in handwriting
ended in grade six, there was a marked deterioration
between grades six, ei^t and ten.
3. In Town B, where formal instruction in handwriting
continued through grade nine, there was a significant
gain between grades six and eight but a marked
deterioration between grades eight and ten.
4. In grade six of Town A there were more errors in letter
formation than in grade six of Town B.
5. Boys in Town A and Town B made a greater number of
errors than the girls in their respective towns.
6. The pupils in Town A had a higher frequency of errors
in all three phases of handwriting - slant, spacing
and size - than Town B in grades six, eight and ten.
7. In slant, the errors persisted in grade six. Town A,
while the errors persisted in grade eight. Town B.
8. In spacing, the errors persisted in grades eight in
Town A and Town B.
9. In size, the errors persisted in grade six. Town A,
and grade eight. Town B.
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10. The boys in Town A and Town B made a greater number of
errors in slant, spacing and size than the girls in
their respective towns.
LIMITATIONS ^ STUDY
1. The paragraphs which were copied by each pupil were
administered by a homeroom teacher in each case. There
was a chance for a slight variation in directions for
the experiment
.
3. Two different persons graded the papers, thus allowing
room for some discrepancy.
3. The two to ns participating were not equated in regard
to size of school population or type of pupil.
4. Since the diagnostic chart which was used in this
experiment was planned and built by the two scorers
involved in the experiment much that was understood
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CHAPTER V
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Problems suggested from analysis of the data in this
study
;
1. To study the same problem as presented in many
different types of communities.
2. To study the handwriting specimens of two groups:
one, controlled, the other uncontrolled.
3. To study specimens of handwriting after two-minute
speed tests have been administered.
4. To study the correlation between faulty hand-
writing and low reading ability.
5. To study the correlation between intelligence
and handwriting.
6. To study teacher motivation and its effects upon
handwriting.
7. To study teacher and pupil disposition toward
handwriting.
8. To study the changes that take place in hand-
writing at high school level.
9. To study handwriting and its effects upon business.
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